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ABSTRACT

The measure of atmospheric model performance is highly dependent on the quality of the observations

used in the evaluation process. In the particular case of operational forecast centers, large-scale datasets must

be made available in a timely manner for continuous assessment of model results. Numerical models and

surface observations usually work at distinct spatial scales (i.e., areal average in a regular grid versus point

measurements), making direct comparison difficult. Alternatively, interpolation methods are employed for

mapping observational data to regular grids and vice versa. A new technique (hereafter called MERGE) to

combine Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM) satellite precipitation estimates with surface ob-

servations over the South American continent is proposed and its performance is evaluated for the 2007

summer and winter seasons. Two different approaches for the evaluation of the performance of this product

against observations were tested: a cross-validation subsampling of the entire continent and another sub-

sampling of only areas with sparse observations. Results show that over areas with a high density of obser-

vations, the MERGE technique’s performance is equivalent to that of simply averaging the stations within the

grid boxes. However, over areas with sparse observations, MERGE shows superior results.

1. Introduction

Operational climate and weather forecast centers

routinely evaluate numerical models at regularly spaced

grid points. Generally, surface observations are consid-

ered ‘‘the truth’’ in such model validations. However, in

most cases observations and numerical model output are

presented at distinct spatial and temporal scales. Fur-

thermore, surface observations are irregularly spatially

distributed and represent environmental characteris-

tics only at a single point and its nearby surroundings.

Numerical model output, on the other hand, is the result

of averaged fields at regularly spaced grid points.

Therefore, atmospheric variables such as precipitation,

when represented at regularly spaced grid points, are

valuable sources of information for identifying regions

of systematic error in climate and weather forecast model

results. South America represents a challenging region

for the evaluation of numerical model precipitation due

to its sparse and irregular observational network, which

is biased toward populated centers near the edge of

the continent or along the major river courses. The low

density of observations toward the center of the con-

tinent and nonexistent stations over the ocean makes

precipitation interpolated to regular grids generally a

poor quality product. Therefore, the low level of confi-

dence in the interpolated observed datasets compromises

the numerical model validation procedure. Remotely
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sensed estimates of precipitation inferred, for example,

from infrared cloud-top temperatures may provide a

means of filling gaps between surface observations in

remote regions. However, the calibration and validation

of such remotely sensed estimates must be carefully ex-

amined because ground-based observations are so sparse

(de Goncalves et al. 2006).

The use of precipitation estimates from the Tropical

Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM) satellite has been

extensively employed for numerical model evaluation

over the South American continent (Valverde Ramı́rez

2003; de Goncalves et al. 2006; Rozante and Cavalcanti

2008). TRMM is a joint project between the National

Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) and the

Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA), launched

in November 1997 with the specific objectives of studying

and monitoring tropical rainfall (Kummerow et al. 2000).

The TRMM project provides various products through

a combination of different satellite sensors, for example,

the TRMM Microwave Imager (TMI), the Precipitation

Radar (PR), and the Visible and Infrared Radiometer

(VIRS). The 3B42RT product uses microwave precipi-

tation estimates from the TMI sensor adjusted by the

cloud vertical structure obtained from the PR sensor, as

well as geosynchronous infrared data. A more detailed

description of the 3B42RT product can be found in

Huffman et al. 2007. The 3B42RT product is available at

0.258 spatial resolution every 3 h. Only a few merged

products combining TRMM and observations have been

produced over South America (Huffman et al. 2007; Vila

et al. 2009). Although these have shown good results, they

are not entirely suitable for everyday model evaluation at

operational centers where information needs to rapidly

be made available.

Although the TRMM products are highly valuable for

numerical model validation, systematic errors are ob-

served, in particular on the east coast of the northeastern

region of Brazil. Precipitation is underestimated in that

region due to warm clouds, as has been shown by Huffman

et al. (2007), Franchito et al. (2009), and Vila et al. (2009).

Another such area is the junction of Argentina, Paraguay,

and Brazil, where precipitation is overestimated due to

cold top clouds, as shown by Rozante and Calcalcanti

(2008).

To minimize problems with interpolation in regions of

low-density observation networks, as well as under- and

overestimates in the TRMM product, a combination of

rain gauge datasets [Global Telecommunications Sys-

tem (GTS), automatic stations, and various agencies in

South America] and the real-time TRMM precipitation

(3B42RT) is proposed, and a higher quality gridded

dataset (0.258 spatial resolution) for operational nu-

merical model evaluation is produced.

2. Methodology

a. Datasets

The Center for Weather Forecasts and Climate Studies

[Centro de Previsão de Tempo e Estudos Climáticos

(CPTEC) in Portuguese], a division of the Brazilian Na-

tional Institute for Space Research [Instituto Nacional de

Pesquisas Espaciais (INPE) in Portuguese], maintains

a database of approximately 1500 surface stations that are

regularly reported from the GTS network, automatic sur-

face observation stations (ASOSs), and observations rou-

tinely collected by regional agencies in Brazil. The spatial

distribution of this observation network is very irregular,

as shown in Fig. 1. The majority of the surface stations

in Brazil are concentrated toward the eastern portion of

the continent of South America. Toward the center of

the continent, the network density decreases drastically

in both the north and south.

Prior to the merged precipitation product described

in this study, CPTEC/INPE evaluated its operational

models using interpolated fields from surface stations only

FIG. 1. Spatial distribution of rain gauges from different sources

(i.e., GTS, regional and local agencies, and automated stations) over

South America. Source data: Instituto Nacional de Meteorologia

(INMET), CPTEC/INPE, and regional meteorological centers.
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(approximately 1500 daily reporting stations, as shown

in Fig. 1). In this study, the satellite product TRMM

3B42RT is used due to its near-real-time availability.

Over South America, a total of 52 528 grid points are

used to produce the merged precipitation product, which

combines 3B42RT with surface observations. The final

merged product will have a resolution of 0.258. The

methodology for combining surface observations with

TRMM precipitation estimates is presented in the next

section.

b. Merging technique

The technique (hereafter referred to as MERGE) con-

sists of the following sequence of steps. First, TRMM grid

boxes in which surface observations are present are iden-

tified, as shown in Fig. 2. Note that at the observation point,

the TRMM data are not used, so that maximum weight is

given to the observation value. Following Koch et al.

(1983), who suggest that the distance between the data to

be interpolated should not exceed the final grid resolution

(i.e., 0.258), TRMM data are not considered for the two

rows of grid boxes adjacent to the observation point. The

total number of points around the observation points

where TRMM is not considered is 24, and the resulting

map is shown in Fig. 2b.

A list is then generated with the precipitation amount,

geographic location (latitude–longitude), and an assigned

station identifier (33333 has been chosen to represent

satellite data) for the remaining TRMM grid boxes (see

Fig. 2b), followed by the surface observations (Fig. 3).

Surface observations and TRMM precipitation esti-

mates are then interpolated onto a regular grid using the

Barnes objective analysis method (Barnes 1973).

FIG. 2. The TRMM 24-h accumulated precipitation estimate (shaded) for 8 Mar 2003. (a) White dots represent the

reporting rain gauges on that particular day. (b) White squares represent the 0.258 TRMM grid boxes near the rain

gauges shown in (a).

FIG. 3. The 24-h accumulated TRMM precipitation combined

with observations, showing a sample section of the list of station

IDs created after the precipitation merge.
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c. Barnes objective analysis

The precipitation was interpolated using successive

corrections of the Barnes scheme (Barnes 1973; Koch

et al. 1983), which typically requires two steps.

The objective analysis scheme is depicted in Fig. 4.

Weights (Wn) are given to each station within a radius R

as a function of distance (xn, yn) to a grid point (i, j):

W
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where d is the distance between the station and a grid

point and R is the radius of influence.
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where S(xn, yn) are the observation values within the ra-

dius of influence. A correction term is then added to the

first step by introducing a convergence parameter (g) that

controls the amount of smoothing, determined by
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where S1(xn, yn) is the value calculated at the observation

point n through bilinear interpolation of the four adjacent

grid points found in the same iteration. Here, W9 is the

original weight corrected by gamma and is given by

W9
n

5 exp � d2
n

gR2

 !
. (4)

Values for the convergence parameter (g) can vary

between 0 and 1; however, the values are generally as-

sumed to vary between 0.2 and 0.5 according to many

studies (Koch et al. 1983; Mills et al. 1997; Accadia et al.

2003; Sinha et al. 2006). Several tests were performed to

determine the optimum range for the gamma parameter

to be used in this analysis. TRMM values at locations

that coincided with the observation locations were in-

terpolated to the TRMM grid points using nine different

gamma values between 0.1 and 1.0. The experiment was

repeated for 30 consecutive days and the RMSE was

calculated for the entire period, given by
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where N represents the number of stations, ‘‘ori’’ sig-

nifies the initial dataset, and ‘‘int’’ is the dataset in-

terpolated through Barnes analysis.

The average RMSE as a function of gamma is shown

in Fig. 5. A gamma value of 0.3 produces the lowest

errors and falls within the range of lowest error (0.2–0.5)

found in the literature; therefore, a value of 0.3 will be

applied in this study.

3. Analysis of results

a. Cross validation with subsampling over the
entire domain

This section investigates the potential improvements

in the precipitation fields produced by the MERGE

methodology when compared to interpolation of surface

FIG. 4. Section of the domain where the Barnes objective analysis

is applied, illustrating the different elements used in the method

[General Meteorological Package (GEMPAK) online tutorial; in-

formation online at http://www.unidata.ucar.edu/software/gempak/

tutorial/barnes.html].

FIG. 5. RMSE calculated at different values of the gamma

parameter.
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observations (OBS). Observations were interpolated fol-

lowing the method of Caruso and Quarta (1998), after

removing 10% of the observations subsampled randomly

from the entire domain. The same procedure was applied

for the proposed MERGE (OBS1TRMM) technique

(Fig. 6). The OBS90, MERGE, and TRMM (3B42RT)

fields were then evaluated at the locations where the 10%

of observations were removed.

For this analysis, two trimesters of 2007 representing

austral summer (January–March) and winter (June–

August) were selected. In general, precipitation over

South America is high during the summer and lower

during the winter. Several precipitation indices were used

to validate the results, including the equitable threat score

(ETS; Mesinger and Brill 2004), the bias, the probability

of detection (POD), and the false alarm ratio (FAR), in

addition to RMSE.

RMSE was computed for pentads (periods of five

consecutive days) and its temporal evolution is shown in

Figs. 7a (summer) and 7b (winter). OBS90 and MERGE

show similar temporal error patterns for both trimesters.

MERGE shows slightly lower errors during the summer

(Fig. 7a), when the magnitude of the errors is large rela-

tive to the winter (Fig. 7b), due to the higher precipitation

rates. However, during the winter, MERGE errors are

lower than those of OBS90 on some days and higher on

others. This behavior is probably associated with errors

in the TRMM estimates, which are larger than those of

both MERGE and OBS90.

The quantitative evaluation of the two datasets using

the other statistical indices (ETS, POD, bias, and FAR) is

shown in Fig. 8 for the entire period of study (2007

summer and winter trimesters). For ETS and POD,

MERGE performs better than both OBS90 and TRMM,

FIG. 6. Schematic diagram representing the evaluation methodology applied in this study.

FIG. 7. Time series of RMSE pentads calculated for 2007 (a) summer and (b) winter trimesters. Calculations were

performed considering a 10% random subsample over the entire domain.
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mainly in the range of light to moderate precipitation

(0.5–10.0 mm). However, for POD, MERGE and OBS90

show similar levels of performance for thresholds above

10.0 mm. On the other hand, the bias score suggests that

MERGE has a slight tendency to overestimate precipi-

tation, while OBS90 is closer to the observed amount, in

particular above 2.0 mm. The FAR results show that

MERGE and OBS90 have the same level of performance

FIG. 8. Statistical indices (a) ETS, (b) POD, (c) bias, and (d) FAR computed for the entire period of study (summer

and winter 2007) after randomly removing 10% of the observations over the whole domain.

FIG. 9. Temporal evolution of the RMSE pentads for 2007 (a) summer and (b) winter trimesters after randomly

removing 10% of the observations over the lower-density areas of the domain (west of 568W).
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when indicating that precipitation did not occur. It is

observed that TRMM is the lowest quality precipitation

estimate according to all indices. We conclude that vali-

dation with a random sample of 10% of the stations over

the entire domain (South America) does not demonstrate

significant improvement from using the MERGE tech-

nique compared to the interpolated observation fields

(OBS90). Nevertheless, as shown in Fig. 1, the irregular

spatial distribution of the observations is biased toward

the continental edges, in particular over northeastern

Brazil. Despite the 10% of the stations having been

chosen randomly, about 92% of those were located in the

high-density regions. Consequently, combining TRMM

estimates with observations showed very little improve-

ment relative to the interpolated surface observations.

b. Cross validation with subsampling over
selected areas

To show how satellite information improves precipitation

analysis over areas with few observations, we propose to

randomly sample 10% of the stations only over regions with

lower observation density (longitudes west of 568W).

The temporal evolution of RMSE pentads for summer

(January–March) and winter (June–August) 2007 are

shown in Figs. 9a and 9b, respectively. During the sum-

mer, MERGE shows a significant reduction in the errors

relative to OBS90, in particular for January and March.

Furthermore, during the winter, MERGE reduced the

errors for the entire period except for a few days in Au-

gust. The TRMM error is sometimes lower than that of

OBS90, but always larger than that of MERGE.

Figures 10a–d show the quantitative precipitation in-

dices (ETS, POD, bias, and FAR) for the entire period of

study (2007 summer and winter trimesters). MERGE

presents more satisfactory ETS results when compared to

OBS90 (Fig. 10a) for all precipitation thresholds. MERGE

also has a better level of performance for all precipita-

tion thresholds in detecting precipitation that actually

occurred, as shown by POD (Fig 10b). While MERGE

slightly overestimates precipitation for all thresholds,

FIG. 10. Statistical indices (a) ETS, (b) POD, (c) bias, and (d) FAR computed for the entire period of study

(summer and winter 2007) after randomly removing 10% of the observations over the lower-density areas of the

domain (west of 568W).
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as shown by the bias index (Fig. 10c), OBS90 tends to

underestimate it. We suggest that this is associated with

the intense convective activity that occurs in central South

America and the Amazon region. The precipitation re-

sulting from these convective complexes is scattered by the

Barnes objective analysis.

There is a slightly higher number of false alarms (FAR)

when comparing subsampling over a region with lower

observation density (Fig. 10d) versus the entire domain

(Fig. 8d) for both MERGE and OBS90. For all pre-

cipitation ranges, it is observed that the TRMM estimate

is of higher quality than OBS90 but lower than MERGE.

The average precipitation for the summer trimester

over the entire continent is shown in Fig. 11 for OBS90

(Fig. 11a) and MERGE (Fig. 11b). Regions with high

observation density show very similar results, whereas in

the regions with sparse observation networks, MERGE

presents higher precipitation amounts. For instance, in

central Amazonia, MERGE precipitation amounts range

from 10 to 14 mm while OBS90 amounts are less than

4 mm. This is largely due to the lack of information for

the OBS90 product over that region, which causes the

interpolated precipitation amounts to be low. Figure 12

shows the average precipitation over the entire continent

in the winter trimester for OBS90 (Fig. 12a) and MERGE

(Fig. 12b). Once again, MERGE presents higher (and

more consistent with expected climatological values)

precipitation over regions with a sparse observation

network.

Another important feature when comparing MERGE

with OBS90 is that with TRMM estimates it is possible

to extend the precipitation analysis to the adjacent

oceans, bringing some influence from remote observa-

tions over land, as shown in Figs. 11 and 12.

4. Summary and conclusions

A combination of TRMM satellite precipitation esti-

mates with surface observations over the South American

continent was performed for the 2007 summer and winter

trimesters via a technique called MERGE. Two different

approaches for the evaluation of the performance of

this product against observations were tested: a cross-

validation subsampling of the entire continent and another

subsampling of only areas with sparse observations. Over

regions with a high density of surface stations, we found no

significant improvements in the MERGE product (where

in fact there is little contribution from TRMM) over

simply interpolating the existing observations (OBS90).

Nevertheless, the resulting analyses over low observation

density regions (west of 568W) show substantial im-

provement in the MERGE product when compared with

OBS90. Despite MERGE’s higher FAR over regions with

lower observation density (also found in the OBS90),

FIG. 11. Precipitation averaged over the summer trimester computed using (a) OBS90 and (b) MERGE.
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MERGE has proven to be a valuable analysis tool in

a regular grid for use in evaluating model results.

In summary, this study emphasizes two important as-

pects that merit attention in the evaluation of precipita-

tion in atmospheric models, in particular at operational

centers such as CPTEC/INPE: first, quick and efficient

techniques to blend satellite and surface observations

(such as the MERGE methodology presented in this pa-

per) are needed in order for daily model evaluation to

become practical at operational centers; second, evalua-

tion of model results over large areas has to be performed

with care, in particular over regions with an irregular and

sparse observation network, such as the South American

continent. Regions with different observation densities

should be evaluated differently.

Nonetheless, this study reinforces the importance of re-

motely sensed precipitation estimates, in particular TRMM

products, over regions with sparse ground information

and the superiority of their combination with surface ob-

servations compared to the use of surface observations

alone. The MERGE product has been used to validate all

of the operational models at CPTEC/INPE since July 2008.
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